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I hope this new year finds you happy and healthy. There are many good things to look forward to this year, from lunar 

eclipses to conjunctions and a daytime occultation of Venus. Add in some good evenings at the observatory (carrying on 

from last month’s “Photograph the Moon” event), AstroCATS at the Ontario Science Centre, another set of NOVA ses-

sions and gatherings like StarFest, and it looks like another good year for astronomy  

 

One of the things you may have noticed about me is that I like to tinker. I wish I had learned more about electronics but, 

as soon as I saw colour coded wires and colour bands on resistors, I got very cold feet. I had thought of taking a few 

“shop” classes in school, and then I would have learned a bit about gears-ratios, backlash and other mechanical arcana. 

Instead, I spent my time with mark-sense cards, paper tape readers, IBM model 028 key-punches, Fortran and taking the 

operators course for the IBM 1130 at Lord Elgin.  

 

Anyway, in 2007, Les and I went down to the Texas Star Party, and he bought a Vixen Great Polaris mount, intending to 

add motors to it as it was a great little mount. I liked the idea, too, and a few months after we got back, I bought a used 

EQ4, essentially identical to the mount Les had. The idea was to attach a pair of Meade DC motors to the mount, add a 

Meade 497 hand controller and convert the mount to GOTO. Les produced a couple of brackets and gears, and it 

worked...sort of. The problem was that there were all these very tiny little gears inside the Meade motors, and they were 

made of plastic. It didn’t take me very long to strip them. A couple more (increasingly difficult to find and therefore 

higher priced) motors later, and I gave up.   

 

In the meantime, Les had moved to Chile. 

 

I still liked the idea of a much smaller and more portable mount than my 12” LX200GPS. Initially, it was for a Williams 

Optics 80mm Zenithstar, as well as for wide field astrophotography. However, by then I had acquired an AT6RC (6” 

Ritchey-Chretien) and a Coronado Personal Solar Telescope. I was able to find a pair of motors for the RA and Dec axes, 

but the RA gears had been stripped, and while I was able to use the Dec motor, the backlash in the gear train was awful.   

 

At work, we had decommissioned some Toshiba printers, as their motherboards were shot. So I liberated the stepper mo-

tors from them in the hope that I could adapt them to my EQ4. I looked at Arduino drivers and all sorts of solutions and 

then found out about a lovely device made in England called an AstroEQ.  This is a box that allows a laptop running 

EQMod to drive the motors from a Skywatcher Dual Axis motor drive kit, turning it into a GOTO mount in the process. 

 

Would this device work with my stepper motors? Better minds than mine were consulted (including the maker and de-

signer of the AstroEQ as well as the Hamilton Centre’s own David Surrette) , but as of this writing, the answer seems to 

be Yes. There is a current limiter built-in to the AstroEQ to stop the motors, or the device itself, from frying because the 

motors look as if they are designed for 2 amps at 24 Volts. 

 

Anyway, the AstroEQ looks very promising, and thanks to Gary Bennett, I’ve realized that I can do some work with alu-

minum, even with the power tools I own.   

 

So now I’ll have to learn about belts and gears, reduction ratios and micro-stepping. Should be fun! 

 

Clear skies and happy observing! 

 

 

Front page picture is of Bill Leggitt, helping out at Westfield.   

Issue Number 3, January, 2015 
Roger Hill, Editor 
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 A message from the President Gary Colwell 

Hello all and Happy New Year.  

 

So begins a new year with plenty of excitement and a few comets to boot!... 

 

I want to thank everyone for how much you all have contributed to the activities planned this past year…We have had 

some awesome programs and speakers…with more to come this year.  

 

Paul Mortfield will be speaking to our Club at the February meeting ( I must apologize, I thought I had booked him for 

our January meeting…old age must be setting in!...lol.) Dr. Rachael Ward, from McMaster University, will be speaking 

to us in March. April sees the return of Dr. Michael Reid from the Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics & 

Dunlap Institute, University of Toronto. 

 

AstroCATS is coming up in June, the NOVA program begins at the end of January (actually, February 2nd, Ed.) and 

Sidewalk Astronomy, among other things, will highlight the year! 

 

The skies, should they decide to cooperate, will be filled with planets, comets, meteor showers..and who knows…

perhaps some Aurora as well! 

 

I want to encourage every member to become more involved in our activities and outreach programs. I am sure that, if 

you ask any of the “regulars”, they will attest to the fact that it has been a fun year so far…and it promises even more fun 

in the coming months. 

 

So put on your winter gear and come out and enjoy the camaraderie… you won’t be sorry you did! 

 

See you again this year…and may the skies be clear…the winds light…the seeing great….( and a few blackouts on some 

really clear nights would be nice too!...lol.) 

 

See you all soon. 

 

Observatory Nights 

At the beginning of December, we ran a “Photograph the Moon night” (see last month’s Orbit for a report, and some pic-

tures). 

Gary Bennett will be running the next activity, a “New Observatory Users’ Night”. Come out and see how easy it is to 

use either the C14 or the 16” Ritchey-Chretien. Learn what you have to know to be a key-holder and the responsibilities 

that go with being one (we would like you to cut the grass once a year and help out with maintenance). 

Gary says he will run this event on the evening of Friday, January 16, with the “rain date” being January 17. 

Gary Colwell has offered an evening of Comet Lovejoy observing in February. The exact date will be determined later. 

If it turns out to be clear, bring a camera capable of long exposures and a tripod to put it on...you just might get your first 

comet astro-photograph! Bear in mind, though, that astrophotography is NOT the main thrust of the evening. At least, I 

don’t think it is. Then again, it might be! Come out anyway, because an evening with Gary C, in the dark, in the cold and 

under a clear sky is always worthwhile.  
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 Librarian's Report from Chris Talpas 
 

As a long time amateur astronomer, but relative newbie in the area of 

astrophotography (AP), I was looking for a good introductory book to 

the topic that was meant for the beginner to intermediate level astropho-

tographer. I hope you'll agree after this review that I found it in this 

book: 

Getting Started:  Long Exposure Astrophotography by Allan Hall 

 

This paperback edition weighs in at 336 pages which means that the 

author has been able to cover a fairly sizeable amount of information to 

a pretty good level of depth. The book was published in 2013, so it is 

pretty up to date in terms of the equipment and software covered. The 

author divides the book into 4 major sections: The Basics; Up and Run-

ning; Making your head hurt; and Top 25 targets to start with.  Each of 

these sections are then subdivided into manageable chunks to digest. 

 

Section 1. The Basics: 

Starting with a brief introduction to himself and the purpose of the 

book, Hall then briefly talks about the equipment budget ranging from 

$300, generally yielding poor results, up to rigs in excess of $10,000 

that, in properly skilled hands, can yield excellent results. He proposes 12 rigs spanning that price range, including 

mount, scope, guiding, and any filters ( the author assumes one starts with a digital SLR -which is a quite reasonable 

place to start in terms of imaging camera). 

 

The mount is discussed over 11 pages in a significant degree of detail. Hall begins with "The single most important thing 

in AP is the mount." which is welcomed solid and practical advice. Besides describing the differences between AltAz 

and EQ, he illustrates the effect of field rotation, showing two photos of M33 acquired on each of the mounts with guid-

ing. A useful mount comparison chart shows a range of payloads and the offerings of well known manufacturers. 

 

The telescope is briefly discussed in the next nine pages in which Hall briefly discusses the pros and cons of refractors, 

Newtonians and SCT's, with some gentle nudging in the direction of a 80 mm or better refractor. 

 

Setting up the mount is next, and using an Orion Sirius mount as an example (which was great for me owning a NEQ6, 

which is quite similar), Hall starts with leveling the tripod and then marking home position and making sure the axes are 

level and using the polar scope to rough align the mount.  Balancing of the scope is described next, followed by polar 

alignment, by drift alignment (the old school and most accurate) and via software. Guiding is discussed next by briefly 

covering guide scopes, autoguider cameras and the software program PHD Guiding. 

 

The camera (both DSLR and CCD) is discussed next including concepts of resolution and dynamic range with a number 

of handy charts comparing the specifications of various cameras. He describes both prime focus and eyepiece projection 

and touches upon DSLR filter modification for enhanced sensitivity to red wavelengths such as H alpha.  The impor-

tance of dew control is also addressed and focusing masks (Bahtinov and Hartmann) are described along with pictures 

showing progressively better focus. Field flatteners, narrow band filters, and DC power supplies are also briefly touched 

upon. He finishes up this introductory section with 11 pages of acquiring the image, where Hall introduces the reader to 

shooting in RAW mode and stacking multiple images to improve signal to noise, along with dark frames, bias frames 

and flat frames. He shows how to use the histogram feature to determine correct exposure length and demonstrates the 

importance of processing in 16 or 32 bit versus 8 bit. 

 

 

(Continued on the next page) 
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With the basics covered, Hall begins section 2 "Up and Running" with a comparison of some popular image acquisition 

software: DSLR Shutter; BackyardEOS/Nikon; Images Plus, Maxim DL DSLR; Maxim DL Pro. In this section he de-

scribes how to use the first three of the software packages along with a discussion of their strengths and weaknesses. He 

then talks about using planetarium programs ( such as TheSky, Starry Nights and Stellarium, as well as tablet software 

such as Sky Safari) and mount control software (such as EQMOD). He takes the reader through his typical setup proce-

dure and spends additional time discussing exposure. 

 

Post processing is discussed next starting with Deep Sky Stacker for stacking exposures and correcting for darks, bias 

images, and flats. The particular processing software he describes include PixInsight, Photoshop and Images Plus. Hall 

also briefly touches upon some session planning software such as Astroplanner, Deep-Sky Planner, and Skytools. He 

also has a helpful section on diagnosing image errors such as unflat fields, coma, tracking errors, flexure, colour banding 

and vignetting. 

 

In section 3 "Making your head hurt" the author delves into more advanced techniques, such as using a mono camera 

with colour filters to make a colour photo after combining the images. Use of Deep Sky Stacker software is described in 

detail and the reader is taken through a typical workflow using electronic files of lights, darks, and bias exposures that 

the reader can download from the website listed in the text.  Working through the flow with known results is quite help-

ful! Next Hall dives into PixInsight and touches upon Photoshop as well. 

 

In section 3.4 he spends some time on image acquisition tips and tricks including the importance of shooting high in the 

sky whenever possible and the impact of light pollution, while in section 3.5 he discusses capturing targets with high 

dynamic range such as the Orion nebula. Later on the author describes how to make a light box to aid in the creation of 

flat photographs. Finally, Hall provides an introduction to spectroscopy, which, while interesting, seemed a little out of 

place with the rest of the book. 

 

He ends the book with 25 recommended targets that are bright and well known in the Messier and Caldwell catalogs, 

with each object shown as a typical photo and accompanying star chart. Some information regarding how the image was 

acquired or recommended acquisition parameters would have been more helpful in place of the star charts. 

All in all, I found it to be a useful guide and recommend it to others starting out in astrophotography. 

The book is available through Amazon.ca and is $19.76 in paperback or $9.99 for the Kindle edition  
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 Why the North Star stands still—a myth from the Paiute First Nation, found by Andy Blanchard  
 

Long, long ago, when the world was young, the People of the Sky were so restless and travelled so much that they made trails in the 

heavens. Now, if we watch the sky all through the night, we can see which way they go. 

  

But one star does not travel. That is the North Star. He cannot travel. He cannot move. When he was on the earth long, long ago, he 

was known as Na-gah, the mountain sheep, the son of Shinoh. He was brave, daring, sure-footed, and courageous. His father was so 

proud of him and loved him so much that he put large earrings on the sides of his head and made him look dignified, important, and 

commanding. 

  

Every day, Na-gah was climbing, climbing, climbing. He hunted for the roughest and the highest mountains, climbed them, lived 

among them, and was happy. Once in the very long ago, he found a very high peak. Its sides were steep and smooth, and its sharp 

peak reached up into the clouds. Na-gah looked up and said, "I wonder what is up there. I will climb to the very highest point." 

  

Around and around the mountain he travelled, looking for a trail. But he could find no trail. There was nothing but sheer cliffs all the 

way around. This was the first mountain Na-gah had ever seen that he could not climb. 

  

He wondered and wondered what he should do. He felt sure that his father would feel ashamed of him if he knew that there was a 

mountain that his son could not climb. Na-gah determined that he would find a way up to its top. His father would be proud to see him 

standing on the top of such a peak. 

  

Again and again he walked around the mountain, stopping now and then to peer up the steep cliff, hoping to see a crevice on which he 

could find footing. Again and again, he went up as far as he could, but always had to turn around and come down. At last he found a 

big crack in a rock that went down, not up. Down he went into it and soon found a hole that turned upward. His heart was made glad. 

Up and up he climbed. 

  

Soon it became so dark that he could not see, and the cave was full of loose rocks that slipped under his feet and rolled down. Soon he 

heard a big, fearsome noise coming up through the shaft at the same time the rolling rocks were dashed to pieces at the bottom. In the 

darkness he slipped often and skinned his knees. His courage and determination began to fail. He had never before seen a place so 

dark and dangerous. He was afraid, and he was also very tired. 

  

"I will go back and look again for a better place to climb," he said to himself. "I am not afraid out on the open cliffs, but this dark hole 

fills me with fear. I'm scared! I want to get out of here! " But when Na-gah turned to go down, he found that the rolling rocks had 

closed the cave below him. He could not get down. He saw only one thing now that he could do: He must go on climbing until he 

came out somewhere.  After a long climb, he saw a little light, and he knew that he was coming out of the hole. "Now I am happy," he 

said aloud. "I am glad that I really came up through that dark hole." 

  

Looking around him, he became almost breathless, for he found that he was on the top of a very high peak! There was scarcely room 

for him to turn around, and looking down from this height made him dizzy. He saw great cliffs below him, in every direction, and saw 

only a small place in which he could move. Nowhere on the outside could he get down, and the cave was closed on the inside.., 

"Here I must stay until I die," he said. "But I have climbed my mountain! I have climbed my mountain at last! 

  

He ate a little grass and drank a little water that he found in the holes in the rocks. Then he felt better. He was higher than any moun-

tain he could see and he could look down on the earth, far below him. About this time, his father was out walking over the sky. He 

looked everywhere for his son, but could not find him. He called loudly, "Na-gah! Na-gah!" And his son answered him from the top of 

the highest cliffs. When Shinoh saw him there, he felt sorrowful, to himself, "My brave son can never come down. Always he must 

stay on the top of the highest mountain. He can travel and climb no more. 

  

"I will not let my brave son die. I will turn him into a star, and he can stand there and shine where everyone can see him. He shall be a 

guide mark for all the living things on the earth or in the sky." And so Na-gah became a star that every living thing can see. It is the 

only star that will always be found at the same place. Always he stands still. Directions are set by him. Travellers, looking up at him, 

can always find their way. He does not move around as the other stars do, and so he is called "the Fixed Star." And because he is in 

the true north all the time, our people call him Qui-am-i Wintook Poot-see. These words mean "the North Star." 

  

Besides Na-gah, other mountain sheep are in the sky. They are called "Big Dipper" and "Little Dipper." They too have found the great 

mountain and have been challenged by it. They have seen Na- gah standing on its top, and they want to go on up to him. 

  

Shinoh, the father of North Star, turned them into stars, and you may see them in the sky at the foot of the big mountain. Always they 

are travelling. They go around and around the mountain, seeking the trail that leads upward to Na-gah, who stands on the top.  He is 

still the North Star. 
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 .Keeping an Eye on Storms and More By Kieran Mulvaney  

 

In late July 2013, Tropical Storm Flossie barreled furiously toward Hawaii. The question was not if it would strike, 

but when and where it might do so. 

 

During the afternoon hours of July 29, forecasts predicted landfall later that week on the state’s Big Island; however, by the time 

residents of the 50th state awoke the following morning things had changed. NOAA’s Central Pacific Hurricane Center warned that 

the islands of Oahu, Molokai and Maui were now at a greater risk.  

 

This overnight recalculation was thanks to the Day/Night Band viewing capabilities of the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer 

Suite, or VIIRS, on board the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership (Suomi NPP) satellite. VIIRS is able to collect visible im-

agery at night, according to Mitch Goldberg, program scientist for NOAA’s Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS), of which Suomi 

NPP is a part. That means it was able to spot some high-level circulation further north than expected during the nighttime hours. This 

was an important observation which impacted the whole forecast. Without this forecast, said the Hurricane Center’s Tom Evans, “we 

would have basically been guessing on Tropical Storm Flossie's center.” 

 

Polar-orbiting satellites, like Suomi NPP and the future JPSS-1 and JPSS-2 (scheduled for launch in 2017 and 2021, respectively), 

sweep in a longitudinal path over Earth as the planet rotates beneath them—scanning the globe twice a day. VIIRS, the imager that 

will be aboard all the JPSS satellites, images 3,000 km-wide swaths on each orbit, with each swath overlapping the next by 200 km 

to ensure uninterrupted global coverage. This high-resolution, rapidly updating coverage allows researchers to see weather patterns 

change in near real-time.  

 

Instruments on Suomi NPP allow scientists to study such long-term changes too—things like, “the patterns of sea surface tempera-

ture, or coral bleaching,” says Goldberg. They are even used by the World Bank to determine how much energy is burned off and  

wasted from natural gas flares on oil drilling platforms. 

 

While scientists are excited by the JPSS series’ wide range of capabilities, the ability to address pressing immediate concerns is, for 

many, the most tangible value. That was certainly the case in July 2013, when thanks to Suomi NPP, authorities had ample time to 

close ports and facilities, open shelters, activate emergency procedures, and issue flash flood warnings. Despite heavy rains, high 

surf, and widespread power outages, accidents and injuries were few. By the time the storm passed, Hawaii was soaked.  

 

But it was largely unharmed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S-NPP captured this image of Tropical Storm Flossie heading toward Hawaii using its VIIRS Combined Day-Night Band sensor. 

Credit: NOAA. 
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Mercury and Venus together as evening stars 

There are many amateur astronomers who have never seen the elusive innermost planet, Mercury.  For the first half of 

January, however, this most fleet-footed of planets passes near Venus in our sky, so offering an easy signpost. 

Venus will be a brilliant celestial beacon at dusk, visible low in the south-western sky. If you are lucky enough to have 

an unobstructed horizon in this direction then the exciting news is that Mercury is a mere two degrees below it, the two 

being a splendid sight after sunset. If you’d like to glimpse a third planet, higher up and further to the east Mars can be 

spotted too, especially as the evening twilight fades away.   

If clouds allow, follow the pair until mid-month or so and watch Mercury pull clearer of the horizon and home in on Ve-

nus, the two being as close as 0.6 degrees on 11th January. The innermost planet reaches greatest elongation from the 

Sun (19 degrees east) on 14th January. It will be well worth seeking out a decent observing site, such as Milborough 

Town line just north of the observatory, to see this conjunction and perhaps snapping a few photographs.  Send one or 

two to me and I’ll put it on these pages...perhaps even on the front cover! 

Mercury loops up above the western horizon reaching greatest elongation east on 14th January. Meanwhile, Venus is also rising up from 

the horizon, and the pair pass close-by during the first half of the month. AN graphic by Greg Smye-Rumsby. 
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I’ve talked a fair bit about the NOVA course over the last two years.  They have been, for me, among the astronomical 

highlights of my 44 years as a member of the Hamilton Centre.  I had a lot of fun, I learned a huge amount, and I got the 

chance to meet some really great people.    There were a number of objectives that the Centre wanted from the NOVA 

course, and it was very successful both times, so of course we wanted it done again! 

 

There will be a charge of $20 for the first night, and $5 a night after that,.  The cost of the BOG will be included in the 

first session.  

 

The first year we aimed for a session every three weeks, but the feedback we received indicated that every two weeks 

would have been better, so we tried that and it worked out a lot better for everyone.  Last year there were some good sug-

gestions made about how the first session was presented, and I spoke with NOVA instructors in other Centres (but in 

particular to Dave McCarter in London) about some of  the suggestions.  As a result, the first session will NOT contain a 

history of the Hamilton Centre, but will contain a very cursory look at some of the different objects visible in the night 

sky, and how to find them using a planisphere (included). 

 

However, the objective of the NOVA Program is unchanged: To provide information and instruction to new and begin-

ner level amateur astronomers. 

 

All NOVA sessions will be held at the Hamilton Centre Observatory. The site offers a couple of advantages, including 

darker skies, a heated clubhouse and access to the 16” RC.  

 

Each session will begin at 7:30pm, with an observing session run by Mark Pickett.  This will be followed by classroom 

instruction and group discussions. There will be many opportunities for participants to ask questions, and I’ll do my best 

to make sure that the classroom material is structured in such a way as to allow this. Participants can take advantage of 

the on site library for reference material including sky atlas', star charts, etc.  All participants will also receive a copy of 

the Mag 7 Star Atlas, and a planisphere.   

 

There will be homework, but unlike the first year, we may actually discuss it! 

 

Come on out and meet some of your fellow members to enhance your knowledge and skills in the ever changing field of 

amateur astronomy.  

 

Here is an outline of the lessons planned:  

 Feb 2nd - Brief introduction to the course and the RASC; Planispheres. 

 Feb 16th - Motions of the Sky and Seasons (Family Day...it could be moved to the following night.)  

 Mar 2nd - The Solar System.  

 Mar 16th - Telescopes: Choosing and Using. 

 Mar 30th - The Moon and Eclipses. 

 Apr 13th - Charts, North, Distance, Position and Brightness.  

 Apr 27th - Star Designations, RA, Dec. and Deep Sky Objects. 

 May 11th - Stars and a brief history of the Hamilton Centre. 

 

The course is open to all members of the Hamilton Centre regardless of age, experience or knowledge level. 
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Images from space don’t get more dramatic than this. Image processing wizard Stuart Atkinson zoomed in on 

one of the most intriguing views yet of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, highlighting the contrasts of 

dark and light, smooth and rugged, soft contours and frighteningly vertical cliffs.  

The original image, below, is a four-image mosaic made from images snapped by Rosetta’s navigation camera, 

taken from a distance of 20.1 km from the center of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko on 10 December. 

The image resolution is 1.71 m/pixel and the individual 1024 x 1024 frames measure 1.75 km across. The mo-

saic is slightly cropped and measures 2.9 x 2.6 km. 

https://twitter.com/mars_stu/status/544619890829975552/photo/1
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 What you missed last month… words by Roger Hill, pictures by Ed Mizzi 

 
 

 

Did you miss Chris Vaughan in December, 2014?  If you did, you missed one of the Great Talks given at the Hamilton 

Centre. I’ve been going to meetings since October, 1970, and I’m struggling to remember a better one. It wasn’t just me 

that thought that, either.   

 

Chris’ topic was “Worlds to Discover: Exploring Dwarf Planets, Mighty Moons, and the Outer Solar System”. But that 

doesn’t even begin to hint at the breadth of his talk. He was, at times, humourous, thought provoking, engaging and 

informative. His presentation was very well put together, with excellent illustrations and was the perfect length. 
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This photo by John Ramberg  

was taken with a point-and-

shoot camera, which was 

held up to an eyepiece.  The 

’scope was the Centre’s 16” 

Ritchey-Chretien.   


